Shuttle Bus Information

**Tuesday, May 23**

1. **Morning shuttle bus to depart from K Hotel to NTOU**, picking up participants with the following schedule:
   - 12:25 K Hotel (柯達大飯店) ➔ 12:35 Keelung Station (基隆車站)
     ➔ 12:45 Evergreen Laurel Hotel (長榮酒店) ➔ NTOU (海大)

2. **Evening shuttle buses to depart from NTOU to K Hotel**
   - 17:15 NTOU (海大) ➔ Evergreen Laurel Hotel (長榮酒店) ➔ K Hotel (柯達大飯店)
   - 19:30 NTOU (海大) ➔ Evergreen Laurel Hotel (長榮酒店) ➔ K Hotel (柯達大飯店)

**Wednesday, May 24**

1. **Morning shuttle bus to depart from K Hotel to NMMST:**
   - 7:40 K Hotel (柯達大飯店) ➔ 7:50 Evergreen Laurel Hotel (長榮酒店)
     ➔ 8:00 NTOU (海大) ➔ NMMST (海科館)

2. **Shuttle bus for the banquet**, to depart from NMMST to Evergreen Laurel Hotel:
   - 17:15 NMMST ➔ Evergreen Laurel Hotel (長榮酒店)

   **Shuttle bus after the banquet:**
   - 20:30 Evergreen Laurel Hotel (長榮酒店) ➔ K Hotel (柯達大飯店)
     ➔ Keelung Station (基隆車站)

3. **Shuttle buses cycling between NTOU and NMMST:**
   - 10:00 NTOU (海大) ➔ 10:15 NMMST (海科館) ➔ NTOU (海大)
   - 13:00 NTOU (海大) ➔ 13:15 NMMST (海科館) ➔ NTOU (海大)
   - 15:00 NTOU (海大) ➔ 15:15 NMMST (海科館) ➔ NTOU (海大)

**Thursday, May 25**

1. **Morning shuttle bus to depart from K Hotel to NMMST:**
   - 7:40 K Hotel (柯達大飯店) ➔ 7:50 Evergreen Laurel Hotel (長榮酒店)
     ➔ 8:00 NTOU (海大) ➔ NMMST (海科館)

2. **Shuttle bus to depart from NMMST to Keelung Station:**
   - 12:45 NMMST (海科館) ➔ Keelung Station (基隆車站)

3. **Shuttle buses cycling between NTOU and NMMST:**
   - 10:00 NTOU (海大) ➔ 10:15 NMMST (海科館) ➔ NTOU (海大)

**Pickup spots:**

- NTOU: the bus stop near The First Auditorium
- NMMST: pathway near the entrance of NMMST
- Keelung Station: pathway in front of the old main building of Keelung Station.
- Evergreen Laurel Hotel: pathway in front of the hotel
- K Hotel: pathway where the road was widened, at the right hand side of the hotel